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Here are some of my favorite passages:2:47 – You have the right to perform your duty, but you are not entitled to the fruits of the action. Never consider yourself the cause of the results of your activities, and never be associated with not doing your duty.2:48 – Perform your equiposed task, O Arjuna, abandoning any attachment to
success or failure. Such tranquility is called yoga.5:20 - A person who does not come back after achieving something pleasant nor mourns when acquiring something unple Here are some of my favorite passages:2:47 - You have the right to perform your duty, but you do not have the right to the fruits of the action. Never consider yourself
the cause of the results of your activities, and never be associated with not doing your duty.2:48 – Perform your equiposed task, O Arjuna, abandoning any attachment to success or failure. Such calm is called yoga.5:20 - A person who does not come back after achieving something pleasant nor mourns when acquiring something
unpleasant, who is self-intelligent, who is unsymed, and who knows the science of God, is already in excess.6:6 - For him who has conquered the mind, the mind is the best of friends; but for someone who has not done so, his mind will be re-imitation of the greatest enemy.6:16 - There is no chance of someone becoming a yogi, Arsuna, if
someone eats too much or eats too little, sleeps too much or does not sleep enough.12:6-20 - But those who adore me, give up all their activities to Me and devote themselves to Me without deviation; , engaged in devoted service and always meditating upon Me, having fixed their minds upon Me, the son of Prtha – for them I am the fast
carrier from the ocean of birth and death; just fix your mind upon Me, the Supreme Personality of the Divine Head, and attract all your intelligence to Me; that's how you'll always live in Me, no doubt. my dear Arjuna, The winner of wealth, if you can't fix your mind on Me without divergence, then follow the regulators of bhakti-yoga. in this
way we develop a desire to achieve Me; if you cannot practice the regulations of bhakti-yoga, then try to work for Me, for working for Me you will come to the perfect stage; if, however, you are not able to work in this Consciousness of Me, then try to act by abandoning all the results of your work and try to be self-positioned; If you can't get
into this practice, then get involved in cultivating knowledge. Better than knowledge, however, is mediation, and better than mediation is the abdication of the fruits of action, because with such a waiver one to achieve peace of mind. someone who is not jealous, but is a good friend to all living entities, who does not consider himself the
owner and is free of a false ego, who is equal in both happiness and anguish, who is tolerant, always satisfied, controlled and dedicated to service with his determination, mind and intelligence fixed to Me - such a devotee of mine is very dear to Me; That's from no one is in a difficult position and who is not silenced by anyone, who is
equipped with happiness and anguish, fear and anxiety, is much loved in Me; my devotee who does not depend on the usual course of activities, who is pure, expert, without care, free from all pains and does not fight for any result, is very dear to Me; a man who neither rejoices nor mourns, who neither mourns nor desires, and who
renounces both ominous and ominous things - such a devotee is very dear to Me; someone who is equal to friends and enemies, who is equipoised in honor and dishonor, heat and cold, hapiness and agony, fame and dishonesty, who is always free from the infection of connection, always silent and satisfied with nothing, who is not
interested in any dwelling, who is firm in knowledge and who deals with dedicated service - such a person is very dear to Me; those who follow this indestructible path of devoted service and who are fully engaged in faith, making Me the ultimate goal, are very, very dear to Me; ... more The Bhagagad - Gita is the main source-book on yoga
and a summary of the Vedic wisdom of India. However, it is notable that the setting for this best-known classic of spiritual literature is an ancient Indian battlefield. At the last minute before entering battle, the great warrior Arjuna begins to wonder about the true meaning of his life. Why would he fight against his friends and relatives? Why
is there? Where does he go after death? In Bhagagad - Gita, Lord Krishna, friend and spiritual teacher of Arjuna, brings His disciple from embarrassment to spiritual enlightenment and each of us is called to walk on the same path. During this, Krishna briefly but definitively explains transcendental knowledge, karma-yoga, jnana-yoga,
dhyana-yoga and bhakti-yoga, knowledge of absolute, dedicated service, the three ways of material nature, divine and demonic nature and much more. Bhagagad - Gita as it is is the largest selling, most widely used version of Gita in the world. About the book Bhagagad-Gita as it is, available on hardcover, provides readers with the
translation and commentary of Bhagagad Gita. It is the Hindu Bible consisting of 700 verses and is part of the epic Mahabharata. This book highlights the Bhakti Yoga more than the others, which has made it very popular compared to other translations among devotees and fans. The book is written to conform to the traditions of Gaudiya
Vaishnava, preached by Caitanya Maaprabhu. Each verse in this book is presented in the Devanagari script. Accompanied the Latin transcription, along with the Sanskrit-English meaning for each word. The verse is also translated into English for easy understanding. The commentary from Prabhupada can be found throughout the
Bhagavad-Gita, which is based on many works based on Gaudiya Vaishnava traditions. These works include Ramanaja Bhasya, Visvanatha Chakravarti Chakravarti Sarrtha-varsini-tika and Baladeva Vidyabhushana of Gitya-bhusana-tika in Sanskrit and Bengali reviews by Bhaktivinode Thakur. Bhagagad-Gita As It Is (089213285X), the
deluxe version, was published on July 1, 2002. This book talks about a way of life where society is divided into 4 varna, Brahmana, who are intellectuals, Kshatriya, who are administrators, Vaishya who are traders and Shudra, who are employees. It further argues that people do not belong to a Varna from birth, but from the qualities they
possess and develop. Key features l This book has been translated and published in 59 languages such as French, Spanish, German, Dutch, Arabic and Chinese and many Indian languages such as Hindi, Kanada, Tamil, Telugu and Guirati. l The forewords of Thomas Merton and Allen Ginsberg are part of some of the publications of this
book. Translation and commentary published by ISKCON Revised and expanded edition (1983) cover. Copyright BBT Bhagagad-Gītā As is a translation and commentary of Bhagagad Gita by A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, founder of the International Society for Consciousness Krishna (ISKCON), commonly known as the Hare
Krishna movement. Bhagvad Gita highlights a path of devotion to the personal God, Krishna. It was first published in 1968 in English by Macmillan Publishers, and is now available in almost sixty languages. [1] [2] Promoted and distributed mainly by ISKCON followers. Bhagagad-Gītā As it is considered by supporters of the ISKCON
movement and many vedic scholars to be one of the finest literary works vaishnavism translated into English. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Contents For each verse, the book (in full editions) includes the Devanagari script, a Latin transcription, word for word Sanskrit-English meanings, and English translation. An extensive commentary from
Prabhupada is given throughout, based on various Gaudiya Vaishnava works, including: Imanuja Bhasya (in Sanskrit); Sarartha-varsini-tis (Sanskrit) by Visvanatha Chakravarti Takura. Gita-bhusana-tika (Sanskrit) by Baladeva Vidyabhushana; and the Bengali comments of Bhaktivinode Thakur. The narrative in Bhagagad-Gītā concerns a
dialogue between Lord Krishna and a powerful warrior named Arjuna on the battlefield of Kurukshetra. In the narrative, Lord Krishna descended to earth to help Arsuna in his battle against Kauravas and their army. Lord Krishna takes on the role of Adjuna's chariot guide and helps him in battle and reveals to Arsuna several divine truths
about human existence at the material level, the true nature of God's supreme personality, and the method of eternal evolution and liberation from the earthly cycles of death and rebirth through the practice of bhakti yoga. The teaches that achieving Krishna's consciousness and achieving the inner realization that all life is a manifestation
of Krishna's eternal energy will liberate an individual soul from the cycles of reincarnation reincarnation and regeneration). The narrative culminates in Krishna revealing to Arszuna his universal form that includes all life and material existence. A remarkable fact in the narrative is when Arjuna looks at the opposing army of demons and
sees his relatives fighting for the demonic army, it is filled with sadness and remorse that he must kill his flesh and blood. In response, Krishna reveals his true form to Arsuna and tells him that it does not matter if his relatives die in battle today because they will eventually die anyway, and that Arsuna's duty to the supreme lord and his
own self-awareness goes beyond his material connections with his relatives. The central message of the text is that nothing ever really dies and that all life is in a continuous cycle of death and rebirth, and that one has a duty in the process of self-awareness and evolution in order to manifest the supreme personality of God and achieve
Krishna Consciousness, thus escaping from the eternal cycles of death and rebirth. The book supports the path of bhakti to Krishna, who is regarded as the Ultimate Personality of Godhead himself. It proves that Krishna is not an incarnation, but the cause of all the causes and the source of all incarnations. It's even the cause of Vissu.
[10] He teaches the loving service of the Transcendental Personality of the Lord. The Bhagavad Gita As it is from Prabhupada has been praised by scholars and theologians for giving the Western reader the unique opportunity to see how a Krishna devotee interprets his own texts and for providing insights into the original and extremely
convincing ideas of the Vaisnava Gausiya school. [11] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Bhagagad-Gītā as it is written in the gaudiya Vaishnavism tradition. Vedas fans regard Bhagagad Gita as the essence of Vedian knowledge and Upanishads, and consider the book valid and literally true. Some abbreviated versions of Gita come with prelogies by
the poet Allen Ginsberg and theologian Thomas Merton. The 1972 Macmillan Complete Edition includes a foreword by Professor Edward C. Dimock, Jr. from the University of Chicago. Story version A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, the author, arrived in the United States in 1965. In 1966, he founded the Krishna International
Society for Consciousness (ISKCON) in a showcase at 26 2a. Ave, New York. At the time, he was very anxious to publish his Bhagagad-gita as Macmillan Publishers agreed to publish a 400-page edition in 1968, but the original manuscript was over 1000 pages, so macmillan's first edition was known as summary edition. By 1972,
Abridged Edition's sales were significant and Macmillan agreed to publish the Full Edition. In 1983, Bhaktivedanta Trust (BBT) published the Revised and Expanded version containing at least a thousand major changes. [12] The changes were justified as closer to the original manuscript. This version was very very among the fans of Srila
Prabhupada. In 2001, Krishna Books Inc (KBI), licensed by the BBT, reprinted the 1972 Complete Edition, so now both the Complete and Revised and Expanded versions are available. The translation of Prabhupada Distribution is sold outside India due to the efforts of Hare Krishna members on the streets, at airports and in other public
places. The book also enjoys lively sales within India. It has been published in fifty-nine languages, including French, German, Danish, Spanish, Dutch, Portuguese, Italian, Swedish, Russian, Polish, Czech, Slovak, Latvian, Ukrainian, Macedonian, Bulgarian, Hungarian, Georgian, Croatian, Chinese, Japanese, Arabic, Hebrew, Persian,
Nepal, Hindi, Bengali, Asamese, Gujarati, Kanada, Marathi, Malayalam, Odia, Tamil and Telugu. [2] Varnashrama dharma Bhagagad-Gītā As it proposes a way of life for the modern Western world, and comes from Manu Smriti and other books of Hindu religious and social law. In this way of life, the ideal human society is described as
divided into four varnas (bramana - intellectuals, kshatriya - administrators, vaishya - traders, shudra - workers). In his writings, Prabhupada supports the view that one becomes a member of one of the varnas, not from the birth of one (genealogy), but from one's personal qualities (guéa) and the kind of work (karma) one actually performs
(BG 4.13). Society is described as the best ruled by a well-meaning kshatriya ruler, who is to rule according to rules laid down by the graphic tradition and maintained by self-controlled and pure-hearted spiritual leaders (brahmanas). The sovereign kshatriya (like the courts in many democratic states) can also order the death penalty.
Brahmanas, the elderly, women, children and cows are said to deserve special protection, with animals, especially cows, kept from slaughter at all costs. Prabhupada encouraged readers to adopt a lacto-vegetarian diet and gives agriculture as the ideal economic basis of society. Prabhupada concluded that society should be Krishna
conscious-enlightened by devotion (bhakti) to Krishna (God). Trial Main article: Bhagagad Gita As the trial in Russia Wikinews has related news: Indian Parliament outraged as Russia prepared to ban Bhagagad Gita Russian court rejects move to ban Hindu writing In June 2011, a group affiliated with the Christian Orthodox Church had
called for a ban due to an alleged conflict of interest between Russian followers of Krishna and local authorities in the Siberian region of Tomsk. The case was dismissed by a federal judge on December 28, 2011. Russian Ambassador Alexander Kadakin condemned the lunatics seeking the ban, stressing that Russia was a secular
country:[14] Russia is a secular and democratic country where all religions enjoy the same respect... Even more applicable is to the sacred scriptures of different religions - be it the Bible, the Holy Koran, Torah, Avesta and, of course, Bhagagad Gita - the great great wisdom for the people of India and the world. 15,000 Indians in Moscow,
and ISKCON supporters in Russia have asked the Indian government to intervene to resolve the issue. [15] The move provoked strong protests from MPs as they wanted the Indian government to take up the issue strongly with Russia. The final hearing at the Tomsk district court was then scheduled for December 28th, with the court
agreeing to consult the Russian Ombudsman for Human Rights in the Tomsk region, as well as the Indologists from Moscow and St Petersburg. [16] The prosecutor's office appealed against the judge's decision, but on 21 March 2012, the appeals court upheld the lower court's decision, rejecting the prosecutor's request. [17] Notes ^ Cole
&amp; Dwayer 2007, p. 34 ^ a b The Bhaktivedanta Book Trust offers a 2006 concise PDF file showing which books have been translated into which languages (PDF). www.krishna.com. Archived from the original (PDF) on May 28, 2008. Retrieved 2008-05-30. ^ a b Maheswar Neog Professor Maheswar Neog Tumor Felicitation (1990) ^
a b Bhaktivedanta Swami, A. C. (1968). Bhagagad-gita as it is, first edition. New York: Macmillan. ^ a b Rosen, S. The Macmillan Miracle. www.krishna.com. Archived from the original for 2008-06-06. Retrieved 2008-06-02. ^ a b Melton, John Gordon. Rabbit Krishna. Encyclopedia Britannica. www.britannica.com. Archived from the
original on April 11, 2008. Retrieved April 9, 2015. ^ a b the divine grace of A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada - Prabhupada. prabhupada.krishna.com. ^ a b Who is Srila Prabhupada?. ^ a b Avatar credentials from the divine grace of A.C. Prabhupada. ^ PrabhupadaBooks.com the original Srila Prabhupada books.
prabhupadabooks.com. ^ PrabhupadaBooks.com original books by Srila Prabupanda. prabhupadabooks.com. ^ 108 ISKCON Bhagvad Gita Changes - ISKCON &amp; BBT Prabhupada Book Changes. bookchanges.com. ^ Gita Series: Russia's court refuses to ban Bhagvad Gita. Ndtv. of 28 December 2011. Retrieved December 28,
2011. ^ Declare Bhagagad Gita as National Book, Requires BJP. The Times of Hindustan. 20 December 2011. Archived from the original on December 20, 2011. Retrieved December 20, 2011. ^ Gita Series Snowballs, India raises the issue to higher levels. The Financial Times. 20 December 2011. Archived from the original on July 12,
2012. Retrieved December 20, 2011. ^ Gita Ban: Russian Court Suspended Verdict until December 28th. The politician. 19 December 2011. Archived from the original on January 8, 2012. Retrieved December 20, 2011. ^ Russian court rejects appeal seeking Gita ban. Ndtv. Press Trust of India. 21 March 2012. Retrieved on March 2012.
Cole reports, Richard? Dwayer, Graham (2007), The Hare Krishna Movement: Forty Years of Chant and Change, London: I. B. Tauis, ISBN 978-1-84511-407-7 Davis, Richard H. (2014), The Bhagavad Gita: A Biography, Princeton University Press, p. 165-168, ISBN 978-1-40085-197-3 Goswami, Satsvarupa dasa (2002), Srila
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